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University of Hong Kong C alling for a truthful creative engagement with common life, which had been thus far sentimentalized and falsely idealized, George Eliot (at this point still Marian Evans) refers to Charles Dickens in her 1856 review of Riehl's Natural History of German Life. Without mentioning him by name, she describes him as the "one great [British] novelist who is gifted with the utmost power of rendering the external traits of our town population" (264). This is a mixed compliment, as Eliot's emphasis is on Dickens's preoccupation with externalities, however detailed and historically and culturally specific, which implies, as she views it, his failure to offer to the readers "psychological character -their conception of life, and their emotions -with the same truth as their idiom and manners" (264). Such shortcomings, Eliot laments, keep Dickens's novels from being "the greatest contribution Art has ever made to the awakening of social sympathies" (264), and from also being useful to "the social and political reformer" (266).
I build this essay on two premises: Eliot is, I believe, mistaken when it comes to what Isobel Armstrong, in her recent study Novel Politics, calls Dickens's "democratic imagination" and social impact, and which Eliot assesses as both non-radical and failed. And she is partially wrong -if understandably so, given her own aesthetic inclination and practice and, to a degree, justifiably so given his abundance of flat characters and the conflicting demands comedy, sensationalism, externalities and melodrama placed upon him -when it comes to Dickens's supposed deficiencies in the portrayal of realistic psychologies. Eliot's assessment marks the beginning of a line of criticism that sees (high) realism through a psychological lens; a narrow approach that misses Dickens's art which uses various and different literary modes, types of character and narrative devices to represent the complex and disparate nature of modern reality (see Sanders 182) . This essay revolves around one novel -David Copperfield (1849-50) -which, as a Bildungsroman, as I will argue, not only traces a character's individual psychological development from immaturity to maturity but also asks provocative, even radical, questions about the society the individual inhabits during and after his period of learning.
A lot has been written about the Bildungsroman in the English, European and global traditions, and this is not the place to offer a comprehensive history of the genre's emergence or criticism. For the purposes of this essay and its analysis, I want to establish three reflections which provide context -derived from studies by Thomas L. Jeffers, Michael Minden, Todd Kontje, Heinz Hillmann and Peter Hühn and Ortrud Gutjahr -and offer critical approaches that build primarily on Franco Moretti's study The Way of the World: the Bildungsroman in European Culture (1987) and Mikhail Bakhtin's fragment "The Bildungsroman and its Significance in the History of Realism" (1936-38) .
First. Bildung -discussed by late eighteenth-century writers like Herder, Lessing, Schiller and Humboldt -refers to the German tradition of selfcultivation wherein philosophical and educational principles unite to refer to a process of both personal and cultural maturation. Such maturation is described as the process of harmonising the individual's mind and emotions and of combining the individual's senses of selfhood (that is, distinctness in relation to others) and identity (that is, shared sameness with others) with a broader social context. This process of harmonization is realized through a personal transformation that challenges the individual's beliefs. A crisis, or sometimes several, is central to this process of becoming, which Hegel calls, in his Phenomenology of Spirit (1807) , the individual's agonizing alienation from his "natural consciousness." Social coherence develops from free individuals with diverse talents and abilities meeting society's institutions in an eternal process of negotiation. In this sense, Bildung is the shaping of the individual's intellectual abilities as well as his or her humanity.
In a second sense, referring to especially Humboldt's idea(l)s about higher education, Bildung refers to the lifelong process of human development. Here is the continued expansion and growth of the individual in life, personal and social skills, which exceeds a mere training or acquisition of external knowledge or abilities. Bildung allows the individual to become both fulfilled and freer due to a higher self-reflection which, in turn, also leads to the development of society. In this way, Bildung does not simply accept the socio-political status quo but rather contains the ability to engage in a critique of one's society and ultimately to change it to actualize its own highest ideals. The Bildungsroman is, therefore, although not in all cases, a politically and socially engaged genre.
Second. Goethe's Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship (1795-96) was a paradigm-shifting text in literary and intellectual history: it introduced the genre that would become both representative and symbolic of modernity. Hegel had an inkling of this when he linked, in his Lectures on Fine Art (1823-29), "young people" and their fights in "the modern world" -between their ideals and desires and the reality of "barriers" such as "family, civil society, state, laws, professional business" -to the period of an "'apprenticeship', [that is,] the education of the individual into the realities of the present" (593). The classical hero -and this tradition lasts into the eighteenth-century -was a mature man in the middle stages of his life; in contrast, the modern hero is young and undergoes a period of learning which sees him develop from immaturity to maturity, from self-obsession to social responsibility, from desire to ethical reasoning.
1 The modern age makes youth visible and renders it a significant stage in a person's life. Why? Because the revolutions and changes caused by new political regimes, industrialization, urbanization and modern capitalism required and desired the period to do so. Modernity looks forward in time (progress) and outward in space (expansion); it is a young, dynamic, future-oriented age. At the same time, it is inward-looking, in an ongoing attempt to analyse and understand itself.
So youth, mobility and interiority are symbolic of European modernity and characteristic of the period of an apprenticeship, as Moretti elaborates in the Way of the World.
2 As the modern age dismantles the continuity between generations -a son no longer progresses in predictable manner towards his father's profession or line of work -apprenticeships become an "uncertain exploration of social space" (4). The destabilizing forces of capitalism impose a hitherto unknown freedom of movement on young men which then also produces a "yearning for exploration, since the selfsame process gives rise to unexpected hopes, thereby generating an interiority not only fuller than before but also […] perennially dissatisfied and restless" (4). The Bildungsroman thus becomes the age's symbolic form and realizes modernity's own awareness of its "intrinsically contradictory" nature (6). Formally, the genre moves between opposites: dissatisfaction -happiness; boundaries -freedom; dynamism/revolution/ crisis -stability; immanence -transcendence; experience -ideal; ignorance -understanding.
Third. Bakhtin understands the Bildungsroman as the latest installment and culmination in the history of the novel, which he sees as progressing 1 I use the masculine pronoun here to reflect the obvious gender bias in the nineteenth century and the Bildungsroman. Female heroines undergoing Bildung like Elizabeth Bennet, Jane Eyre or Dorothea Brooke are a rarer occurrence in nineteenthcentury literary history. 2 Moretti's argument, in Atlas to the European Novel, that the nineteenth-century novel registers a bourgeois ideology and morality and that it therefore is symbolic of the modern bourgeois nation state does, in my view, not necessarily imply that these novels have no space for questions that may challenge the bourgeois way of being, or that we should read these novels as at all times conservative and affirmative of the bourgeois status quo. I also read Fredric Jameson's Antinomies of Realism as an acknowledgement of the more contradictory undercurrents within the realist novel; an argument begun in his "Afterword" to A Concise Companion to Realism (see esp. 280).
from "the travel novel, the novel of ordeal, the biographical (autobiographical novel)" to said genre which represents "man in the process of becoming" (19) . Note that, in Bakhtin's system, there is no cultural and temporal specificity to the term "Bildung" (that is, no German idealist or modern associations): he lists narratives from Xenophon's Cyropaedia to von Eschenbach's Parzival, Rabelais's Gargantua and Pantagruel, Goncharov's An Ordinary Story and Mann's Buddenbrooks. The Bildungsroman traces the story of an individual's mobility, adventures, struggles and trials -in short, his development -over time and often across space. In this context, Bakhtin establishes subtle distinctions between various manifestations of the Bildungsroman, distinguished by their understanding of time and temporality: a life's story can be told through a series of life cycles which are not unique, like youth, middle age, old age (Bakhtin cites Sterne, Jean Paul and Tolstoy); or a story can be that of an emerging individual told through specific cycles and moments in life (Bakhtin refers to Keller's Green Henry); or the story can be a biography showing man taking unrepeatable, individualist steps towards and within his destiny which is established by events, circumstances, activities or work (Bakhtin suggests David Copperfield as an example); or a story can be explicitly didactic-pedagogical (Bakhtin mentions Rousseau's Emile). However, it is the fifth type Bakhtin considers the most significant: in this type of Bildungsroman "human emergence" is no longer man's own private affair. He emerges along with the world and he reflects the historical emergence of the world itself. He is no longer within an epoch, but on the border between two epochs, at the transition point from one to the other. This transition is accomplished in him and through him. He is forced to become a new, unprecedented type of human being. (23) Here is the latest, "realist" type of the novel of development, writes Bakhtin, in which "the foundations of the world are changing, and man must change along with them" (24). This Bildungsroman is truly chronotopic (although Bakhtin does not use the word here), as the individual's path through the world includes a temporary and spatial dimension, but the space, in which the individual moves, is also subject to temporality. In this most complete Bildungsroman the image of man enters into "a spatial sphere of historical existence" (24); he grows up in and into what Bakhtin calls "nationalhistorical time" (25). Bakhtin mentions Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship as the Ur-type of this Bildungsroman, which he then analyzes for the rest of the fragment along the lines of personal, historical and national time and space. With this Bildungsroman, argues Bakhtin, we see a fullness of vision with regard to both individual and world. Unfortunately, the fragment breaks off at this point, without further thoughts on realism and its relation to the chronotope.
Together, Moretti's and Bakhtin's elaborations provide formal, thematic and contextual markers for the following analysis: the self and the world; beginnings-crises-endings; national identity; modernity and, overall, the perpetual negotiation between opposing forces within the modern, realist Bildungsroman, whether that relates to character, setting, theme or aesthetic modality. However, I think both Moretti and Bakhtin assess David Copperfield somewhat incorrectly in ways that interconnect in my argument: I believe that Moretti misreads David Copperfield when he argues that it is (and also Great Expectations) a straightforward fairytale (185 ff), "relentlessly divided into good and evil" (187) with an ending that "deals out rewards and punishments" accordingly (189). David Copperfield is, unlike Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship, not a story that ends in narrative or moral closure and with the legitimization of an existing social order: David does not necessarily find himself "in syntony with those rules that he must in any case respect" (Moretti 68) . Rather, I argue that David's Bildung has enabled him to exercise what Amanda Anderson calls "the powers of distance" and "a cultivation of detachment" which result in questions for and about the individual and society. The novel is, therefore, not just one that moves in its plot from one pole to its binary opposite -immaturity to maturity -but the Bildungsroman, I suggest, has a dialectical character where the supposed ideal and achievement of maturity only give rise to further enquiries and desires. This critical distance results from the fact, I maintain, that David Copperfield is a far more chronotopic Bildungsroman than Bakhtin allows. The novel may be unique in delineating David's individualistic steps on his way to growth and maturity but this growth happens in front of the backdrop of a changing, modern world that is changing with David as he changes with it.
David Copperfield has been called by Jerome Buckley "the first major English Bildungsroman" ("Copperfield" 227) in that it is, as Philip Collins suggests, "more deeply and continuously concerned with its hero's personality and development than its predecessors had been" (13).
3 As Buckley clarifies, Dickens did not explore his character's motivations with "the patience of a George Eliot," nor did he seek "to discriminate nuance of feeling with a Jamesian delicacy" ("Copperfield" 228): rather than through self-conscious introspection (with perhaps the exception of the singular 53 rd chapter), Dickens offers us David's psychological state of mind and transformation in terms of carefully crafted actions and attitudes which are revealed in the course of the novel. The novel was hailed as a masterpiece by its first reviewers. Fraser's Magazine said it contained an "epic unity" because it told the personal history, adventures and experience of a protagonist in his own voice and also displayed "a reality" that went beyond "mere form" (Dickens: The Critical Heritage 246). The latter, the reviewer speculated -and rightly so, as John Forster's biography would show many years later -may be rooted in Dickens's own experiences. Copperfield's narrative about the "life and education of a young man" was compared with Thackeray's History of Pendennis which was published in installments at the same time. In this context, Dickens's humor was mentioned repeatedly and contrasted with Thackeray's more biting satire. 4 The term "Bildungsroman" itself, however, did not occur in any of the contemporary reviews: while the term had been suggested by German author and literary critic Friedrich von Blanckenburg in his Versuch über den Roman (1774) and was coined by Karl Morgenstern in three essays between 1817 and 1824, it was only popularized by Wilhelm Dilthey in and after an 1870 essay on Friedrich Schleiermacher. The term is, therefore, often applied to Bildungsromane avant la lettre, including David Copperfield. David Masson's contemporary review in the North British Review and his subsequent elaboration in his literary history, British Novelists and their Style (1859), deserves analysis in this respect. Here, three arguments emerge: First, Masson argues that novels are representative of the often implicit, even unconscious, extra-textual assumptions, values and feelings of a particular culture and period. Raymond Williams would later call these "structures of feeling." Masson sees in this connectedness the advantage of prose over poetry: prose is "on terra firma and not merely poised on ascending or descending wings [like verse]" (25). The novel is in "contact with social reality" and can concern itself "more intimately than verse with what is variable in time and place": "prose fiction can take a more powerful hold of those eddies of current fact and incident, as distinct from a deeper and 4
The quotation is from David Masson's review "Pendennis and Copperfield: Thackeray and Dickens" in the North British Review 15 (May 1851): 57-89; here cited from Dickens: The Critical Heritage 250. The distinction between humor and satire was also discussed by the reviewer of "David Copperfield and Arthur Pendennis" in The Times (11 June 1851): 8 (Heritage 261-63). Certainly, there are many similarities between Dickens's and Thackeray's novel -their growth from immaturity to maturity, the importance of family, the love of a pure woman, the happiness that results from honest work and financial self-reliance, the lessons learned from contrast figures and their own experiences (both David and Pen are their own "worst enemies," as Thackeray's subtitle says) -but these are not the subject of this essay. steadier undercourse of things, which, in the language of those who look more to the eddies than the undercurrent, constitute a social 'crisis'" (26). "Crisis" and "change" are keywords here as Masson, in a second argument, elaborates how the novel becomes an agent of liberalism, freedom and individualism in this transforming, modernizing, democratizing nineteenth century. Prose finds its language in "oratio soluta," or "loosened speech," which is contrasted with poetry's artificial and contrived "oratio victa," or bound speech (42). Natural speech is the language of free-thinking individuals in a levelling, democratizing society that sees an overall greater "liberty of speech and action" (32). The narrative impulse arises, then, from the novelists' attention to the particularities of modernity expressed in natural language -the "detritus of minutiae respecting the laws, the customs, and the whole economy of life" (26) -with a view to advancing the individual's as well as society's growth. The novel thus acts as an agent of moral and political progress, and reading and studying the novel is part of a liberal education. Justifying his own project of literary scholarship Masson thus makes a case for Bildung.
Masson returns, implicitly, to Bildung in his elaborations on what he calls the "Art and Culture novel" (231), an example of which is Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship. The Art and Culture novel is about "the supposed education of an imaginary hero, or […] several imaginary personages together, who pass through various intellectual stages to attain one that is final" (271). More specifically:
[T]he novelist makes it his aim to exhibit, by fictitious examples, this process of the formation of character, or of the culture of the individual by circumstance and by reflection, his task will consist in nothing less than this -the conduct of his imaginary hero through his period of ignorance, emptymindedness, aimless and unregulated impulse, and consequent error, on to that point, where, by the successive strokes upon him of the offended natural laws, the fatigue of his successive buffetings with an element which always throws him back, and perhaps also the fortuitous occurrence of some happy juncture which lets in the light upon him in a sudden gush, and renders his obedience to law thenceforth easier, he comes into effective possession of such a complement of doctrine as, though it may not finish or satisfy him outright, may fit him for good citizenship, and serve him passably through the rest of life. (274- So David Copperfield is a Bildungsroman that sees a young man from childhood through the formative years of education and romancing, via trials and errors, to his eventual fulfilment in a public, professional and private, married life. David's story is that of a character and/ on a journey -two motifs Dickens adopted from the eighteenth-century tradition which features prominently in David's own reading list as a child, and which includes Roderick Ransom, Peregrine Pickle, Humphry Clinker, Tom Jones, Gil Blas and Robinson Crusoe. But David Copperfield transforms the picaresque, low-class hero, the social satire, the character types that show no depth or development, and the sometimes irregular narratives of its eighteenth-century forebears: his are the adventures of a middle-class hero (who starts with even more elevated roots but settles in a middle-class professional working life) within a world that is far more nuanced, connected and modern than that of Smollett and his companions. Dickens's is a character who develops over time and across space -unlike the rogues of the picaresque novel or even the eponymous hero of Defoe's novel. David encounters crises of identity and morality under adverse circumstances with a depth that goes beyond the experiences of Tom Jones, and in a world -domestic and public -that is simply "thicker," more modern and more middle-class than Fielding's. Most importantly, perhaps, David's learning process is more coherent, related to experiences and more subtle compared to that of his eighteenth-century heroes, as he finds his place in society and eventually contributes to its betterment through his writing and his support of Agnes's endeavors (and vice versa).
As a Bildungsroman, then, David Copperfield relates chiefly to Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship with which it shares significant similarities: "The History of a man is his character," says Goethe in Thomas Carlyle's translation (bk. 7, ch. 5), which is echoed in Dickens's longer title, The Personal History and Experience of David Copperfield, the Younger. Both Wilhelm and David search for "a connection of things," as Goethe's hero says: "it first struck me that I yet comprehended nothing: and here I was right; for the connection of the parts with each other was entirely unknown to me, and every thing depends on that" (bk 1, ch. 4). Bildung is expressly Wilhelm's aim as a young man: "[T]he cultivation of my individual self, here as I am, has from my youth upwards been constantly though dimly my wish and my purpose" (bk. 5, ch. 3). The wish may only have been a retrospective one in the mature David -which leads him to recording his history and experiences in order to make sense of his educational path and overall learning -and also more implicit, but the idea of Bildung reaches like an arc over the narrative. Both Wilhelm and David encounter crises related to romance (Marianne's unfaithfulness; David's minor love interests as a youth and then the troubles related to wooing Dora), and crises related to loved ones (the fire that almost kills Mignon and Felix; the opium potion that almost kills Felix; Emily's disgrace and disappearance and Dora's death). Structurally, Natalie, Wilhelm's eventual partner, resembles Agnes in her goodness, directionand health-giving qualities (both provide "light") for the protagonist; the faithful and understated friend Werner is Tommy Traddles; Mignon, the Harpist and the troupe actors are the "wayward" people in Wilhelm Meister (in the expression from David Copperfield) who, in their failure to fit into society, relate to both the Micawbers and Emily; Wilhelm's aristocratic wellwishers and the mysterious Tower Society (which is an enlightened body that promotes education) are operating in the background until Wilhelm has learned to denounce desire for duty and self-centeredness for life's practicalities and social-familial responsibilities in marriage and fatherhood; similarly, Betsey Trotwood observes and very occasionally manipulates David's growth (for instance, exaggerating her financial situation), allowing for his mistakes (including the marriage to Dora) on the path to maturity.
Of course there are many differences too: Goethe's novel is far more interested in aesthetics than Dickens's and has been called a Künstlerroman, which is a sub-category of the Bildungsroman and which David Copperfield, Irene Simon has convincingly argued, is not. Most importantly, however, David Copperfield transforms Goethe's Bildungsroman in two points which I want to elaborate: Goethe's novel is fundamentally affirmative and conservative in its confidence in the validity of the society it depicts, and its anxiety to lead both the novel's hero and reader to a productive place within that society via often probing but eventually favorable questions about the contemporary economy, feudal order, pedagogy, medicine, the relation between the sexes, religion and politics. Wilhelm Meister's double task to improve himself and integrate into society ends in success In contrast, David's education is not only more clearly charted (my Point One) but also critiqued by Dickens, as I will show (my Point 2). His path not only situates him firmly within society but also provides him with the tools to criticize that same society and the social processes he has just undergone. Here, the role of Dickens's humor -entirely absent in Goethe's novel -plays a significant role. As I will elaborate on these points I will show that I am, like Barbara Hardy, Robin Gilmour, William Lankford and Torsten Pettersson, less convinced of the single message of David Copperfield, first elucidated by Gwendolyn Needham, that David's "undisciplined heart" becomes disciplined and controlled throughout the narrative, and that there is no text outside this affirmative narrative. Such moralistic reading through one centralized idea may be inappropriate for Dickens in the first place -he is, after all, not George Eliot -but it is also reductive as the complexity of David's character, education and social network and "the possibilities of hidden things" (DC 34; ch. 3) are thereby disallowed. 6 Dickens's inclusion of humor as a democratizing, rebellious force and his rewriting of the eighteenth-century models -especially Goethe's novelrender David Copperfield an anglicized, revised, more modern version of the Bildungsroman which contains cracks in the narrative and leaves questions about the individual and society open. Dickens's democratic imagination -in both content and modality -has a transformative effect on realism as a whole, too, as the "restless, thronged rhythms of urban life," a unique articulation of "the distinctive circumstances of [the] time" and "an original, nationally specific response to 'modern' society" embed the representation of a maturing character (Sanders 186) . Bakhtin, I said earlier, misread in my mind David Copperfield when he suggested that the novel fails to show how the individual emerges alongside an equally changing, culturallyspecific world at a moment of historical-national transition. Nor does the novel have a fairy-tale logic or ending, as Moretti would argue: I suggest that Dickens/ David looks at his nation, his period and his Bildung through the "powers of distance" where the self 's new reflective capabilities result in a social critique. George Bernard Shaw called Dickens an "unphilosophical Radical;" a revolutionist who had "not the faintest suspicion of that part of his calling" (49).
7 My reading of David Copperfield looks at the critical questions Dickens poses about Bildung and about the individual's place in contemporary society.
But first to the details of David's education: Five moments of emotional crisis mark David's life and growth. These crises are all characterized by some kind of loss, are dominated by the presence of a particular person in David's life and usually result in a change of location and/ or educational-professional route. The first crisis originates with the arrival of Mr. Murdstone in young David's life. A harsh man, Edward Murdstone believes in "firmness" and "control" (43, ch. 4; 41, ch. 3), whether that is self-control -especially from emotions or fancies, which Clara and David are prone to -or controlling other people, including his wife and her son. Murdstone warns David that he will, if required, beat obstinacy out of any dog or child, "conquer" them and show them who is the master (43; ch. 4). Neither Clara nor David are built for this kind of educational approach, hence David's home lessons under his mother in arithmetic, grammar, history and geography fail as both teacher and student falter under Mr. and Miss Murdstone's watchful, judgmental, irritated eyes. David only survives this difficult, authoritarian learning environment because he finds liberation in his father's library and in the fictional tales of the Arabian Nights, Don Quixote and the eighteenth-century picaros and adventurers. This is David's realm: a world of story-making and story-telling, of interpretations rather than facts, of romance rather than reality. Another bad lesson with his mother results in Mr. Murdstone's attempt to beat his stepson, David's biting Mr. Murdstone, an even more vigorous beating ("He beat me then, as if he would have beaten me to death." 55; ch. 4), David's detention and his then being sent off to school. Far worse than being physically removed from his mother have been Mr. Murdstone's manipulative attempts to break the bond between David and Clara and to crush their dreamy personalities and re-educate and remold them. David's first crisis leads to a change of scene to Salem House where he will be subjected to a more formal education but also to peers.
Here, David learns the curriculum, develops his story-telling gift (in nightly sessions with the other boys) and also encounters the upright Tommy Traddles and the alluring but morally devious James Steerforth, whom David elevates, in his childish and inexperienced mind, into "a person of great power" (84; ch. 6). David may pride himself in having been, with the adult's hindsight, "a child of close observation" (13; ch. 2), but his reflexions are regularly tainted by misinterpretations due to an overactive imagination and inexperience: young David lacks discrimination and understanding, and this also proves to be the case with Steerforth. It may appear like patronage to a sleepy, vulnerable David when Steerforth encourages him to retell the stories of his favorite books while sharing culinary treats bought with David's savings but it is, really, a result of Steerforth's egocentrism. Likewise, Steerforth's standing up to Mr. Mell may appear heroic and justified to David (although not to Traddles who sees how badly Steerforth's behavior reflects "the independence and respectability of Salem House," 95; ch. 7) but, in the end, his is the behavior of an insensitive bully and privileged boy who feels entitled to ridicule Mell's lower social standing. David's morality is tested at this point: he joins the cheers for Steerforth as Mell is dismissed by the headmaster but he feels "miserable" at the same time (95; ch. 7). As in the Blunderstone chapters, David's formal and affective education go hand in hand in the Salem House episodes as he encounters and relates to other people and their views of the world.
The second crisis comes soon afterwards as David, now ten years old, is informed of the death of his mother and his half-brother. His life changes again as a period of "cold neglect" in his stepfather's and step aunt's company (145; ch. 10) -his old books and fictional characters being his only friends once more -is followed by a temporary end to his schooling and his departure for the counting-house of Murdstone and Grinby in London. Here, displaced again, David finds himself pasting labels onto empty bottles, corking full ones and packing them into casks for shipping to the East and West Indies. The episode is dominated by his encounter with the Micawbers -of whom more later -who provide a comic element and also contribute their bit to David's education, namely their resourceful ways to turn their belongings into money, live large when they can and modestly when they cannot, and remain hopeful that their luck will at some point change. It is in this episode that we find some of the finest moments of "showing" (rather than "telling") as David's inexperience of the world, his loneliness and "the scantiness of [his] resources" -in short, his "suffering," as he says retrospectively (156-57; ch. 11) -are visualized in several vignettes: we see David overspending at lunch and going hungry at dinner; trying to behave like a grown-up in a pub but thus eliciting the pity of the landlord's wife; pawning the Micawbers' last possessions and adding his remaining salary to afford a communal meal; moving next to the debtors' prison to stay close to the Micawbers; growing ever more ragged in appearance. All the while, David's imagination and romantic nature keep him alive through these "strange experiences and sordid things" (164; ch. 11).
With these scenes, Dickens situates David's story in the context of a national history where the restless beats of a crowded London are signs and symbols of modern change: there are warehouses by the docks, child labor, debtors' prisons, "Orflings" in the workhouse, babies who are not a blessing but extra mouths to feed, people who undergo hardships and dream of a better future "when something turns up," as Mr. Micawber calls it (169; ch. 12). Everyone tries to survive, often at the expense of one another although some rare, kind gestures between strangers persist. This is mid-century Britain, urbanizing, industrializing, transforming through capital (and the colonies, which are mentioned in passing) and, in a painful way, democratizing. This is a changing world which, contrary to Bakhtin's assessment, also changes David as he forges his own path in this modernity. Eventually, his difficulties as a laboring boy are so great that David resolves to run away to Betsey Trotwood, his only living relative.
David's third crisis occurs on the road to Dover towards his next phase in life, which will be dominated by Aunt Betsey and the Wickfields. (268; ch. 19) and to "never be mean in anything; never be false; never be cruel" (218; ch. 15), he will become both "happy and useful" (215; ch. 15). This is Betsey's idea of Bildung as David perfects himself and contributes to society, eventually settling in an honest middle-class existence without pretensions (which Lettiss sees, like Aunt Betsey, as the "rookery"-turns-"cookery" realignment; see 5, ch. 1). In Doctor Strong's establishment, which differs from Mr. Creakle's autocratic and hierarchical Salem House, which operated on the basis of destructive fear, shame and favoritism, David finds an egalitarian and productive environment:
It was very gravely and decorously ordered, and on a sound system; with an appeal, in everything, to the honour and good faith of the boys, and an avowed intention to rely on their possession of those qualities unless they proved themselves unworthy of it, which worked wonders. We all felt that we had a part in the management of the place, and in sustaining its character and dignity. Hence, we soon became warmly attached to it […] and learnt with a good will, desiring to do it credit. (231; ch. 15)
If the Doctor's establishment is an ideal democratic society and place of ethical principles, Agnes Wickfield -and the contrast figure Uriah Heepfurther advance David's education about and striving for "goodness, peace, and truth" (226; ch. 15). David still learns to read people and situations, and still often makes mistakes -he wonders about Mrs. Strong's attachment to her older husband, remains ignorant about Aunt Betsey's reappearing husband and knows he is being manipulated by the "umble" Uriah and Mrs. Heap -but David here steps "from childhood up to youth" (259; ch. 18), into the position of head-boy and also into the innocent admirer of Miss Shepherd and Miss Larkins. At the end of his formal education, when he has become quite a "gentleman," David returns to London for a holiday. Here, after watching a performance of Julius Caesar in Covent Garden, he re-encounters his own Brutus, Steerforth. The Yarmouth sojourn with his old friend, whose charm and carelessness still have a hold over David, will lead to the fourth crisis: David's realization of his misreadings of character, as he and the Peggottys lose their beloved Emily to Steerforth. During the holiday David grows up further as he blesses the impending planned union between Ham and Emily, realizes their suitability for each other and Ham's older claims. However, he is still blinded by Steerforth's debonair manner and façade: David remains deaf to Steerforth's own admission about the lack of guidance and discipline in his life (see 312; ch. 22), deaf to Rosa Dartle's hints about Steerforth's true character, and ignorant of Emily's looming seduction which Steerforth and his servant Littimer prepare in the background.
With David's innocent love for Emily over and still unaware of his deep devotion to Agnes (yet disgusted by Heep's claims on her), David finds himself free to embark on the next step of his journey towards maturity and a middle-class existence: he is bonded to Mr. Spenlow to become a proctor, and thus encounters Dora. The relationship with Dora is the result of David's purity, inexperience, youthful infatuation and dreaminess: upon first seeing her, he elevates her to the statues of "a Fairy, a Sylph," and something "more than human" (379; ch. 26). Leaving sense behind he finds himself "gone, headlong," even before the first words are exchanged (379; ch. 26). The relationship with Dora evolves in front of a backdrop of other relationships, or the memories thereof: that of his parents (Clara being as unpractical as Dora); the Micawbers (also unpractical); Doctor and Mrs. Strong (with a strong respect and admiration for each other which, however, is misread by many); Ham and Emily (with Emily's dreams of a higher life); Tommy Traddles and Sophy (who place their family's happiness above their own); Peggotty and Mr. Barkis (a marriage of convenience which turns into affection). Dora becomes "the empress of [David's] heart" (328; ch. 22) and even survives Aunt Betsey's cunning pretence to have lost all her wealth: David will prove himself worthy of this test, as he perseveres and is "firm, and self-reliant," as Betsey intended (484; ch. 34). She knows that David is "blind, blind, blind" in his love for Dora who is as unfit to bear life's bristles as David's mother Clara was (489; ch. 35). However, his earnestness, steadiness and later understanding -especially regarding the difference between immature, blind love and a more pragmatic, sociallyoriented and responsible union -will complete his Bildung: first in the tender, dutiful relationship with his "child-wife" (627; ch. 44) until her death and, later, in his companionate relationship with Agnes. In terms of a formal education David's and his aunt's supposed misfortunes lead to David's career as a parliamentary reporter, as a secretary to Doctor Strong and, eventually, a successful writer. In more ethical terms, the two crises related to the loss of Emily and of Dora further shape David's moral and emotional development and character. While David is not to blame, and is not blamed by the Peggottys, for Emily's escape with Steerforth it was his bringing his alleged friend to Yarmouth and his inability to correctly judge Steerforth's dangerous self-centeredness and Emily's susceptible character, which advance the catastrophe. Emily's desire -from childhood -to be a lady, her weakness, "waywardness" (297; ch. 21) and unhappiness about her place in society lead her into Steerforth's unscrupulous, privileged arms who, with an indulgent mother and no moderating paternal influence, has never learned to resist, to compromise or to deal with rejection. While the crisis primarily affects the Peggotty family, it also marks David, who comprehends his own mistakes and involvement. This is "the beginning of a long journey," as the title of chapter 32 reads, as David has to revisit all his memories of Steerforth's character and actions and -also in an unpleasant encounter between Daniel Peggotty and Mrs Steerforth -re-evaluate his moral compass and his ability to interpret people and the world. David's accepting of Steerforth as "dead" to him after his offense (443; ch. 32), and then literally dead after the storm that kills both Steerforth and Ham, and as part of his old, romantic, imaginative, unworldly self and life, which was dominated by the adventures of picaresque fictional heroes, is a first step to also accept the relationship with Dora for what it is. As the wise Aunt Betsey tells him, he has chosen a pretty and affectionate creature and now has to shoulder the pleasure and self-denying duty to care for her. However, it becomes clear to David -an awareness that is furthered by Annie Strong's narrative -that " [t] here can be no disparity in marriage like unsuitability of mind and purpose" and that his relationship with Dora resulted from "[t]he first mistaken impulse of an undisciplined heart" (647; ch. 45). The marriage with Dora, in retrospect, has always left something wanting and was not what a youthful David had imagined. David's understanding of others and of himself go hand in hand as he appreciates Aunt Betsey's "grumpy, frumpy story" about her husband (670; ch. 47), witnesses and backs Uriah Heep's downfall and legal prosecution, finds joy and moral justice in Martha Endell's and Little Emily's redemptions and their and the Micawbers' emigration to Australia. Finally, he grows through the final crisis on his path to maturity: Dora's illness and death. Burying his child-wife, writes Malcolm Andrews, David "burie [s] what remained of his own childhood, recognising that he had protracted that childhood too far into adulthood" (158). Dora's final realization that she was, like David, too young and inexperienced for this marriage -she was sheltered and spoilt while he placed a veil of the imagination and the dream over his life to soften its harsh realities -redeems her as a character too.
During his three-year wanderings on the continent after Dora's, Ham's and Steerforth's deaths David develops strength from his losses and his grief, as Agnes promised he would: "She knew how trial and emotion would exalt and strengthen [David's nature]. She was sure that in [his] purpose [he] should gain a firmer and a higher tendency, through the grief [he] had undergone." Agnes knows that David will "labour on" (795; ch. 53). This chapter -entitled "Absence" -has been called by Jerome Buckley a most "subjective, almost lyrical account of a crisis," containing "sustained analysis and introspection," which lead David from the "dark night of despair […] to hope and purpose, and even true identity" ("Dickens" 111). He returns to England as a successful author and mature man. Finally he and Agneswhom he credits for "ever directing [him] to higher things" (821; ch. 59) -can be united; with Dora's blessing, as it turns out. In a last retrospective chapter David is comfortably settled with Agnes, several children, an ageing Aunt Betsey, Mr. Dick and Peggotty who keeps memories of David's creative mind alive by still holding on to the crocodile book, which first stirred David's fantasies as a small child, and now showing the book to his children. With Daniel Peggotty having related how the migrants fared in Australia, a mature David has found his place in society. Or has he? Is Dickens's vision of the individual's place and role in society as positive and straightforward as the Bildungsroman and Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship suggest?
I come to my second point regarding David's development of a critical capacity. The novel closes with visions of a contemporary society that is still very much in need of improvement. The morally deficient Murdstones are still "pursing their old course" at the end of the novel, without punishment, although they would deserve such. Tommy Traddles, a morally good and hardworking lawyer in the Temple, who sacrifices his own comfort and status for his wife's family, has not received the recognition or financial gains one would have hoped for in a just society. When David returns from the continent and enquires about Traddles and whether his reputation is rising, people do not recognize the name. Traddles might have found happiness in his private life but, despite his merit, no recognition in his public one. And Julia Mills, Dora's former confidante, who preached to the young lovers in the most floridly rhapsodic terms that an "'oasis in the Sahara desert'" -that is, love in a harsh world -was not to be thrown away (471; ch. 33) and that a "Cottage of content" was better rather than a "Palace of cold splendour" (527; ch. 37) has settled for a financially advantageous marriage and talks of little else. With hollow human relationships, an obsession with money, no honest values and a "professed indifference to everything that can advance or can retard mankind," as David says (854; ch. 54), this is the vision of contemporary society with which Dickens concludes the novel.
Dickens's criticism of contemporary society can also be seen in his treatment of the humorous characters David encounters along the way, and Julia Mills's romanticism and David's final comment on her are a good example of this. Julia is one of the typical overblown minor characters in Dickens's fiction, with her exaggerated maternal desire (visible in a flowery rhetoric and lyrical diary entries) to advance and protect David's and Dora's relationship in an antagonistic world. Comic in her idiosyncratic mannersMalcolm Andrews sees droll expression and eccentric characters as two ways through which Dickens achieves his comedy -Julia, in the end, sacrifices romance, imagination and high ideals of love for a pragmatic and commercial reality with an old Scottish Croesus and superficial companions, including the good-for-nothing Jack Maldon, Mrs. Strong's cousin, who was almost the ruin of Doctor and Mrs. Strong's marriage. David knows that Julia's story is the story of loss, just like his own achieved maturity and place in society (both in terms of his societal and his economic power) have come at a price, namely with the loss of childhood and everything associated with it, including a dreamy imagination, freedom, comedy and carefree love. Once more, Dickens's vision of modern British society reveals its flaws and challenges.
Dickens's humor is a constant attempt at and breaking with form, and is therefore, as Armstrong would argue in Novel Politics, a democratizing force. As Dickens's friend Richard Horne wrote in the New Spirit of the Age, Dickens's style was the "graphic and humorous by means of which he continually exhibits the most trifling and common-place things in a new and amazing light" (40). Portraying the lives of the middle and lower classes in "faithful pictures" had two effects, according to Horne: realism (although not called thus by him) and the "rich and powerful" people's arousal of "sympathy" regarding the lower social strata (48). Humor is the means for the latter. The contemporary reviewers were correct in seeing Dickens's humor as "warm" and different from the biting wit and satire of Hogarth and his nineteenth-century heir Thackeray. As Thackeray himself wrote, wistfully and perhaps even begrudgingly given Dickens's greater success, the Victorians and Dickens had "washed, combed, clothed and taught the rogue [Satyr] good manners" ("Leech" n.p.). Compared to wit and satire, which used the faculty of reason and were therefore accused of elitism, Victorian humor was "kinder," more inclusive and aimed to "harmonise," as Andrews summarizes (16, 19) . As Carlyle wrote in 1827, in an Edinburgh Review essay on German humorous novelist Jean Paul Richter, humor "comes from the heart" and "exalts into our affections what is below us" (12): it is "sensibility; [a] warm, tender fellow-feeling with all forms of existence"; resulting from "love," not "contempt" (12). In short, humor is a democratizing force.
David Copperfield, as Dickens himself writes in the Preface, is "cheerful and merry" but not in a superficial Pickwickian manner, but with "a little more purpose" (xxvii). The purpose, I argue, in an extension of the argument made by James Kincaid in Dickens and the Rhetoric of Laughter, is to critique (but not to satirize) a contemporary society which is pragmatic and commercial and thus unkind to the realms of comedy, imagination, unworldliness and those general "wayward" elements that threaten and oppose order. In David Copperfield, the wayward characters are usually associated with a child-like state and/ or David's own childhood (see Andrews 147). They are outcasts and clash with the world, which often "causes real misery" for themselves and others (Kincaid 184, 190) . The Micawbers are perhaps the most obvious, tragic-comic example of a childish unworldliness. They regularly and freely renounce the system and are beaten by it, only to rebound again and again, "rather like a rubber ball" (Kincaid 178) . Their being sympathetic characters, we laugh at their linguistics idiosyncrasies, respond to their dramatic gestures ("'I will never desert Mr. Micawber!,'" 166; ch. 12), feel their touching hope ("'in case something turned up,'" 158; ch. 11) and, overall, rejoice in their resilience to life. They stand outside "the system" -there is no acceptance of life's practicalities and no desire or ability to play along -and Mr. Micawber only once becomes part of society's rules and regulations when he helps expose Uriah Heep's wrongdoings (in the same way that the peculiar Miss Mowcher helps reveal Steerforth's deception and, eventually, takes down his accomplice Littimer). For the rest of the time, they subvert order and thus society, introducing a free, defiant element into it; something, Dickens suggests, that is not accepted in contemporary England but must migrate to the new world.
The same is true for the Peggotty family who are less comical than the Micawbers (with the exception of Mrs. Gummidge, perhaps, and their singular home) but who are also forced to acknowledge that they cannot stay in England after Emily's skirmish with society's expectations and decorum. What the Micawbers and the Peggotty circle have in common, however, are love and loyalty to one another and a strong sense of morality. Their departure from England coincides with David's maturity and establishment within the social system: with them leave David's childhood and comedy. "They remind us of nothing so much," writes Kincaid with a view to the novel's ending, than "of the life that has been stolen from David" (177) . This is the life, I would add, that survives only in traces in the older David, his novelistic career and the memoir that is the book David Copperfield, which wins the readers' affections exactly because of David's ability to portray the experiences and fallibility of the child through the grown-up's perspective. There is order, then, at the end of the novel, but one that comes at the cost of a carefully guarded spirit of rebellion, comedy and freedom, or an attempt to put these forces out of sight. Humor may be democratic but it is not yet fully accepted in Britain. Mr. Dick is the only free and comic character who remains in Britain, but his contrariness must be shielded: society sees him as a madman or an eccentric at best, and it is only Betsey Trotwood who gives him a chance and helps him survive in a society. Why? Because Aunt Betsey herself has come to know the dangers of "waywardness," desire, imaginings and an undisciplined heart when she put herself into the hands of a useless husband. She has learned to face reality so she looks out (perhaps melancholically but, overall, wisely and realistically) for both Mr. Dick's and David's inclusion and place in society. With such deliberations, Dickens thus points to the downside of modern-day life and reminds his readers in a critical, even radical, manner that some wisdom may be gained from looking to the misfits and nonconformists of society, whose childlike innocence, humor, rebellion and humanity -in contrast to a rigid acceptance of and integration into the system -invite contemplations about the cost of modernity.
In summary, David Copperfield has undergone a process of Bildung which opens up questions and invites a critique of modern society and the individual's place in it. Bildung is an unfinished project: understanding leads to further questions. Bert Hornback answers David's own question, whether he turns out to be the hero of his own life and narrative (1; ch. 1), in the affirmative. A hero he may be, acknowledges Torsten Pettersson, but he is certainly a complex one whose identity and place in society after crises and change are far from straightforwardly settled: at best we see, at the end of the novel, David's "ability to accept [that his] past history and present character contain conflicting elements, rather than clinging to a monolithic view of them; and the equally important capacity to control and balance those elements in such a way that the tensions between them do not prevent them from forming a complex whole" (70). His identity retains conflicting motivations, and so does his newly found critical understanding of contemporary British society -a society he wishes to contribute to but also help improve. As Fredric Jameson writes, one can understand the young person in the nineteenth-century Bildungsroman (in contrast to the eighteenth-century one), as "an instrument for the exploration of the new possibilities of bourgeois society, a kind of registering device, the establishment of a laboratory situation in which those possibilities can be acted out before our eyes" ("Afterword" 281). The nineteenth-century realist Bildungsroman is thus a study in possibilities -both formal and intellectual. Negotiating opposites -personal and national becoming; freedom and security; desire and duty; society and the individual; story and affect; tragedy and comedy -in a realist contemporary setting, David Copperfield and the Bildungsroman show that "the democratic imagination in nineteenth-century fiction" is always process and emerges through "praxis in novels, through the capacity to image states and conditions" (Armstrong 7). It can never consist in an achieved form or finitude, but only in the experience of making form. 
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